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  1 Introduction
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The main aim of  this project, “Interface design for tourist retired, to improve 
their experiences in the country of  travel”,is based on a study,  guided by differ-
ent disciplines, approach to design a device to help a specific group of  people, in 
this case elderly tourists. 

The topic has been chosen, because older people are becoming in a potential 
group of  customers that have an active role, in the society, such as, becoming in 
one of  the most important customers for the tourism. Moreover, those people 
are developing a special interest for the use of  new technologies, which, to date, 
have been inaccessible for them.
  Firstly, it pays a special attention to the psychological, and social factors in-
fluencing elderly, to get a better understanding of  attitudes and behaviors of  
this sector, when they travel as a tourist, as well as to understand what services 
are available, and how these services can be improved and customized towards 
traveling for retired people.

Moreover, to understand the context of  this research, it is also necessary to 
discuss the tourism´s role whithin the society, i.e.,  the relationship, between this 
sector and the elderly.

However, an equally important aim is how new technologies can affect the 
developing of  their lives, or in this context, how users can find tools which to 
provide them with a pleasant experience in terms of  convenience and safety.

Therefore,  the structure to the project is organised, three concepts: elderly, 
tourism and service innovation.  

Subsequently, it´s studied the relation between those points, elderly-tourism, 
elderly- new technologies, and tourism- new technologies, since, the key to get 
the goal of  the project, is these three concepts (figure 1).

Figure 1. Relation between elderly, service design and tourism.

TOURISM

ELDERLY

TECHNOLOGIES
NEW 
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1.1 Motivation

Currently, companies are constantly faced with  economic, social, technologi-
cal and demographic changes. That fact transforms the environment in which 
they work, concretely the statistical environment. Population aging has been a 
challenge for these organizations, having to adjust the supply of  products and 
services to the specific needs of  this large segment of  the population, incorpo-
rating accessibility and universal design (Fernandez, 2012).

Elderly represents for these companies a very attractive market segment in 
the tourism industry, highlighting its enormous growth potential (Martin, L and 
Guido, K., 1997, Brewer et al., 1995).

Consequently, the tourism industry needs to design strategies in order to 
increase their competitiveness through the use of  added values   that positively 
affect the tourist experience and attracting new market segments likely to con-
sume those destinations different from the rest.





2 Elderly
The second chapter of  the project 
proceeds to examine the features of  
older people as a future customer. 
Why they have been chosen, as one 
of  the keys of  the research, instead of  
other groups of  population.
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The motivation of  this project is to design an interface focused for a  spe-
cific sector of  the population, the elderly. But, why should we design for the 
elderly instead of  other sectors that have a closer relationship with new tech-
nologies? Is it the elderly a potential customer for companies, in particular, 
for tourism enterprises. To try to answer these questions first, we start doing a 
generalized study about elderly.

As mentioned above Elderly is one of  the pillars, the development of  this 
project. Elderly can be defined as the last stage of  life of  human beings, cover-
ing a significant and indeterminate amount of  years, which can differentiate 
two periods: the first one from about 55 to age 75 and the second one from 
75-year onwards (Wallingre, 1997). The initial group is closer to adulthood, 
the other one more marked by the aging (Bunge, B.1991).

Furthermore, the W.H.O. (World Health Organization) considers aged, the 
person who living alone has more than 65 years and experienced some bio-
logical, psychological and sociological deterioration, using certain.

Generally, elderly has always been ignored by society and the market as 
well, due to stereotypes related with that stage age, as: old age, illness, inactiv-
ity, hospitals, etc.

Currently, is occurring, especially in advanced economies, a set of  vital 
demographic changes, including the aging population. It is worth pointing out 
that in the European Union, are 30 of  the world’s oldest countries (table 1). 
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Table 1. Population and social conditions. Average population by sex and five-year age groups. 
2006. Eurostat.

According to research made by the ONU in the Second World Assembly 
on Aging, held in Madrid in 2002, in 2050 over 21% of  the world population 
is going to exceed the age of  60 ( table 2),( figure 2).
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Table 2 Population and social conditions. Average population by sex and five-year age groups. 
2006.  Eurostat.

Figure 2. Population and social conditions. Average population by sex and five-year age groups. 
2006.Eurostat.

This is due to the increase in life expectancy (between 1960 and 1995 the 
average life expectancy increased by about eight years for both men and women) 
and the lower birth. 

This aging population has had and will have in the future an obvious impact 
upon the supply of  products and services. 

Then, how is it possible that a so wide sector of  population can be ignored? 
, they only not belong to our social culture, what is more, ignoring this sector of  
the population means losing about 2,000 million future customers, and the idea 
of  choosing elderly as a customer is one of  the keys to this study.
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Similarly, regarding the economy, there is an increase in the consumption of  
this population. This increase was mainly because of  higher pension and ben-
efits aimed at elderly.

Despite the reduction in net earnings after retirement, according to data is-
sued in 2008 by the Ministry of  Industry, Tourism and Trade of  Spain, 85.4% 
of  elderly have their own housing, and an 80% of  them free of  financial costs, 
meanwhile households supported by people aged under 65 years are liberated 
of  mortgages only by 60%. That is, there is a population sector, who is the 21% 
of  the world population, with the economic resources necessary to become po-
tential customers.

A stage that characterizes the elderly is the stage of  retirement, which is a 
radical change over the life to the person, due to the replacement of  working 
time for leisure. Then, How do they spend that time?

It is impossible to know the exact answer to this question, but if  we had to 
choose a generalized response would be leisure time.

The activities carried out by elderly in that leisure time are numerous, being 
conditioned by factors such as the economy, health, ability to move, and so on. 
According to Kalish (1983), some of  the most popular activities to occupy their 
free time in old age are gardening, reading, watching TV, watching sporting 
events, social activities and travel.

Given conveniently Kalish’s claim, we believe that tourism is one of  the fa-
vorite activities for seniors, which is an advantage in the development of  our 
project.

Seniors, seeks to find in the leisure-tourist trip, not only the possibility to 
travel but to get a satisfactory experience in their physical, mental and social 
welfare, providing them greater enrichment.

Older people represent an attractive market segment for the tourism indus-
try, standing out his huge growth potential (Martin, L and Guido, K., 1997, 
Brewer et al. 1995), especially in a society like ours, more and more leisure-
oriented (Goytia, 1998).

Elderly segment, is increasingly important because of  his volume, available 
time, readiness to travel in any season (which prevents seasonality of  tourism) 
and the growth of  purchasing power (Garau, 1998).

Moreover, should be laid on the importance of  the worldwide interest in 
offering from administrations and tourism companies”quality in the tourism ex-
periences” as the paper “The Charter of  Recife on Tourism old people, 1996.” 
It recognizes. 

Therefore, elderly has become in a source of  income developing for different 
market sectors, particularly the tourism, since it not only provides a mean of  
distraction for this population, but it avoids the seasonality of  tourism, and they 
can travel at any time of  the year.





 3 Tourism
The general discussion of  the third 
chapter allows to know different ele-
ments related to the concept of  Tour-
ism, such as, the tourism system, tour-
ists and their behavior. Moreover, 
to concentrate on the customer, this 
chapter includes specific information 
about Norwegian tourists, as well as, 
the tourism for all.
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The second key to the project development is the tourism. 
However, tourism is a too wide concept that has evolved over the years, so 

at this point we wonder: Which are the tourism issues that concerns us?
Tourism as a concept, has been studied from different perspectives and 

disciplines due to the complexity.
One of  the first definitions of  tourism was given in 1942 by professors Uni-

versity of  Bern, W. Hunziker and K. Krapf. 
These authors defined tourism as “the set of  phenomena and relationship’s 

consequence  of  the travel and stay of  non-residents, as long as they are nor 
tied to a permanent residence or a gainful activity “(Hunziker et Krapf, 1942).

Several years later, tourism was defined as “a short and temporary move-
ment of  people to destinations outside the place of  residence and work, and 
the activities done during their stay in those destinations” (Burkart and Med-
lik, 1981).

On the other hand, Mathieson and Wall,  used a very similar definition  to 
the above one although  with some changes: “Tourism is the temporary move-
ment of  people, for periods less than one year, to destinations outside the place 
of  residence and work, the activities done during the stay and the facilities 
created to meet the tourists needs “(Mathieson and Wall, 1982).

 For our work, we take as a reference, the definition has been adopted by 
the WTO (1994):

“Tourism comprises the activities of  persons traveling to and staying in places 
outside their usual environment for a period of  more than one consecutive 
year for leisure, business and other.”

Of  all the definitions given above include common elements as:
  

•	  Tourism implies a physical movement of  tourists outside their place of  resi-
dence.    

•	 The stay at the destination is not permanent, but it develops over a short  
 period of  time.

•	 Tourism concept, includes the trip and activities in the destination whose  
products and services are designed to satisfy tourists. 

After knowing the meaning of  tourism, we are going to explain the impor-
tance of  this concept for the project.
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3.2. Tourism’s importance

Tourism is an essential factor in the cultural, social and economic develop-
ment in the most countries around the world. According to the WTO (World 
Tourism Organization), in 2011, only in the UE were obtained revenues of  
approximately  333.000 million € (taking into account only international tour-
ism).Thanks to this, we can imagine the importance of  tourism for the econ-
omy of  our country, and even despite the crisis period which we are living, 
particularly in the UE, it is possible to get that amount of  income, What will 
happen to our society, when it gets over the crisis stage? 

To understand how tourism works as a service, we must know certain pre-
conceptions.

According to A. Sancho (2006) it exposes some positive aspects generated 
by tourism:

•	 Tourism contributes to ensure the balance of  payments (refers to spending 
by international visitors in a country and spending by nationals of  that 
country abroad.)

•	 Tourism contributes to to the gross national product (GNP) 
•	 Tourism contributes to job creation
•	 Tourism as an engine of  business (due to the different connections with    

 other sectors of  the economy).
•	 Tourism contributes to income increment (since tourism represents an  

economic for the  economic improvement in the standard of  living of     
the resident population).

Therefore, the tourism industry should point out specific strategies, which 
allow to growth themselves, diversifying and increasing their competitiveness 
through added values   that positively affect the tourist experience and captur-
ing new market segments that can consume those destinations different from 
the rest.

3.3. The tourism system

Tourism is characterized by a set of  internal variables. According to A. Sancho 
there are four basic elements to define the tourist:

1.    Demand: composed by consumers and travel services.
2.    The offer: consisting of  the set of  products, services and organizations in 
       volved through the tourist experience.
3.    The geographical space: union among the concepts of  supply and demand,
        including the resident population, which is not a tourist element, but is a big
       influence in the tourism development.
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4.    Market operators: formed by  various companies and organizations (such 
       as travel agencies, transportation companies, etc.) that simplify the cohe-
       sion between supply and demand.

As mentioned above older people are considered an important element for 
the tourism activity development.

Since our project, is not only based on tourism, it is not considered necessary 
to go deeper into this discipline. However, we are going to emphasize on the 
demand concept, because we need to know in detail the prospective client, the 
tourist. 

3.4. The tourist

As mentioned above, the tourism is composed by the participation of  several 
services whose main goal is addressing the  tourists needs.

As well as the concept of  tourism, there are different definitions of  tourist.
The latter definition accepted by the WTO provides that: “A tourist is a per-

son who moves from his usual place of  residence to, other for a period higher 
than 24 hours and less than a year and without taking part into the academic 
and work system of  the destination’

Different lifestyles and individual features of  people attitudes, perceptions, 
personality, experience and motivations allow to differentiate various types of  
tourists. According to Cohen (1974) exist four groups:

1. The organized mass tourist: they have a little contact with the culture of  the  
destination, so seeks to keep their usual environment in the holiday des-
tination. We consider the elderly in this group because, in many cases, 
they travel in organized groups, managed by travel agencies, such as the 
Imcerso (Spain).       

2. Individual mass tourists: similar to above, however, they have more flex-
ibility in their decisions.

3. The Browser: they organize their trip by themselves, leaving the usual 
environ-ment, but occasionally return to it.

4. The impulsive: they do not have connections with the tourism industry, 
totally abando-ning their environment in order to enter in contact with 
the cultures they  visit.

Is interesting to know the different types of  tourist, however, it should be fur-
ther developed and deepened, for that reason, we discuss about tourist beahavior.

3.5. ourist behavior

Knowing briefly, what is a tourist and which are their main features, the next 
step is to study their behavior as consumers. Which elements motivate a per-
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son to become a tourist? Which are the factors that influence to people to 
choose one destination or another one?

Consumer behavior becomes in a subject about research in the sixties, due 
to the progress of  studies  the behavior and the need for scientific analysis in 
this area.

Since then, there have been many different studies in this discipline, as for 
example: Linking consumer behavior to marketing (Howard, 1993), explica-
tive models of  purchasing decisions (Callejo, 1994), studies with quantitative 
techniques (Delgado, 1986) and research projects and official newspapers (Na-
tional Consumer Institute, 1995).

Recently it has investigated the consumer behavior from a sectorial per-
spective: consumer behavior in the tourism sector (De Borja, Bosch and Cas-
anova, 2002; Fernandez, 2009), in the toilet (Priego, 2006) or horticultural 
(Arcas and Hernandez, 2006), As well as studies about what kind of  factors 
influence purchasing decisions (Fraj, Bravo and Barles, 2006).

 It is common to differentiate these internal and external factors. Inter-
nal factors refer to the consumer’s own variables (attitudes, personality and 
values),whereas that external factors relate to contextual elements (social 
groups, culture and economic situation).

Internal Determinants of tourist buying behavior
One of  the internal factors that has been investigated in the search for the 
determinants of  consumer behavior refers to attitudes (Frag, Large and Mar-
tinez, 2002; Sanzo, Iglesias and Vázquez, 2002).

Attitudes offer to oppose mentalities; that is, the acceptance or rejection, to 
a tourist destination, activities, etc.

These attitudes - positive or negative – have their origins in the  own tourist 
experiences. 

Linked to the attitudes that tourists have to destinations, is an area of  psy-
chology, known as environmental psychology. That are studying how the tour-
ist perceives an experience foreign environments. Ittleson et al. (1976) estab-
lished five different modes of  environmental experience in tourism

•	 External: Nature and the environmental surroundings are viewed as be-
ing separate from the tourist.

•	 Setting for action: The environment features provide a background for 
the pursuit of  activity.

•	 Social system: The environment provides a setting for bonding and 
types of  social interaction. The tourist experience may be subsequently 
centred upon the development of  relationships with family and friends 
in different environments from home.

•	 Emotional territory: Tourist may have emotional attachments to cer-
tain places or types of  environments. These may be associated with 
places they visited as a child or have visited with friends and family.
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•	 Self: The environment, and oneself  are “inseparable.” It has, in es-
sence, become a part of  one´s personal identity. 

Therefore, it is essential to provide a service that meets the expectations 
and needs, that is, designing tourism products as well as promotions, commu-
nication and persuasion programs  to cause the adoption of  positive attitudes 
by tourists, or the sign change regarding negative.

Furthermore, Tybout and Artz (1994) and Jacoby, Johar, and Morrin 
(1998) investigated the influence of  attention, beliefs, attributions, perception 
and learning about the behavior of  consumers.

 Initially, attention is the process whereby tourist selects an external stimu-
lus (quality of  service, prices) and focusing on  and focusing on them uncon-
sciously.

Regarding beliefs is important to highlight that, are shared by other tourists 
belonging to the same segment, are stable and are assimilated in the identicle 
way as  attitudes. The importance of  understanding the client’s beliefs is the 
possibility of  confirming or change these beliefs as we need.

Married and More (2001) investigated the influence of  causal attributions 
in tourist behavior. There are two types of  attributes:

•	 Internal: Internal: it is usually in active tourist, that is mean, people 
who make their own decisions, regarding the trip.

•	 External: Tourists who prefer others decide and organize everything for 
them, especially when there are some problems.

The perception is one of  the most influential factors in the tourist behavior 
and as happens with the  attention phenomenon, consumers don´t have identi-
cal interpretation processes of  commercial information they receive. 

Therefore; the goal of  business is to collect the useful information about 
the “common perceptions map” from the “type” segment of  tourists. Such 
perceptions are associated with the image of  the tourism brand, the product, 
the establishment, the value, etc. 

There are other internal factors, that also influence over the consumer 
behavior, such as, motivation or personality. As for motivation (internal and 
external) consumers can purchase tourism products by various reasons, such 
as social recognition, personal satisfaction, etc. (Berne, Múgica and Rivera, 
2005; Berné, Múgica and Yague, 2001; Berné et al, 2008).

Finally, it’s worth pointing out tourist personality because it also influences 
buying behavior, characterizing the subject depending on a determined be-
havior
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External Determinants of tourist buying behavior
Once it has been commented the internal factors of  the tourist, then it´s 

going to talk about the existence of  the external factors that it can also influ-
ence over the customers purchasing decisions and behavior, as well.

One of  the first to highlight variables according to Rondán (2004), is the 
impact of  price’s policies, which is a fundamental variable marketing. There-
fore, in the case of  tourism, one of  the main aims for marketers  is to know in 
which level, the price of  a tourism product is considered overpriced and under 
which the tourists think the product is bad.

 Another tool used by marketers are promotions aimed at selling high 
quantities of  products in a short period of  time.

Researchers as Bull, Martínez and Montaner (2007) have analysed the 
impact of  promotions on consumer behavior. In the case of  tourism include 
some conclusions as that in times of  crisis - such as today -tourists distrust 
promotions.

Another point of  research (Iglesias, Vazquez and Del Rio, 2000), has been 
the influence of  the brand on the consumer product, obtaining conclusions 
like: brands are the best way to identify tourism products and services. Fur-
thermore, it is a key to winning the loyalty and fidelity of  customers. 

The personal environment, that´s mean, the group of  people around the 
subject, it affects on that person, directly or indirectly. Burnkrant and Cous-
ineau (1975) reported the most important membership group is the family. 

In the case of  the elderly, we believe that this  is one of  the most influen-
tial factor, since older people suppose for us, a public, who works and makes 
decisions based on experience and reflection. They don´t act impulsively. Ac-
cordingly, the opinion and the real stories from the people around them will 
represent a reliable information source.

 Another aspect regarding to the personal influences, is the influence of  
the roles adopted by two people belongs the tourist personal environment: the 
opinion leader and the prescriber. The first one refers to a person known by 
the tourists (a friend) or not (a celebrity) , which ideals are imitated. The sec-
ond one represents all professionals who are able to provide technical advice 
on the benefits of  the product and its acquisition.

Culture and lifestyles as another target of  study (Moor, 1999), obtaining 
the conclusion that: “travel” is a cultural phenomenon - tourism-, which has a 
social and cultural pressure to travel more and more.

The last external factor to note is advertising, which  is widely recognized 
that it constitutes one of  the most used marketing tools in tourism.  The most 
common advertising sources used are: TV, radio and especially print advertis-
ing magazines, newspapers and brochures.

To finalize that point, we highlight the importance of  taking into account, 
those several factors, which, determinate the tourist behavior.
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Next point proceeds to examine how all of  the elements, characterize and 
differentiate to the norwegian tourists.

3.6. Norwegian Tourists

At that point, we need to specify more and more, our customer. We have 
talked about elderly as a big customer in the EU and the rest of  the world. 
Moreover, we have noted about tourist elderly (differentiating disabled and 
no-disabled tourist). Nevertheless, we want to focus our work in a particular 
user. Norwegian Elderly, who has high economic resources and one of  their 
leisure-activities is traveling.

Currently, as into the rest of  the world population aging is increasing (table 
3), (figure 3).

Age Alltogether 0 – 5 
years

6 – 15 
years

16 – 66 
years

67 and 
over years

2012
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060

4986
5334
5802
6222
6627
7033

373
402
426
440
469
492

616
647
705
736
767
815

3468
3468
3646
3797
4009
4203

817
817
1026
1382
1382
1523

Table 3.Population recorded at January 1, 2012 and projected for 2020-2060. National Statistical 
Institute.

Figure 3. Percentage of  children/young  people and elderly in the  population (2012). Statistics 
Norway.
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In 1950, only an 8 per cent of  the population were aged 67 or over, while 
today the share is 13 per cent.  What´s more  this proportion will increase, 
reaching an 17 per cent in 2030 and 21 per cent in 2050. 

Currently, the retirement age is fixed at 67 years in the public pension 
scheme.

 All Norwegians citizens are entitled to get a state pension from the age of  
67 in accordance with the Norwegian National Insurance Act (Folketrygd-
loven). 

The state pension is paid in full to Norwegian citizens who have lived in 
Norway for at least 40 years after the age of  16 and in lesser amounts to Nor-
wegian citizens who have lived less time in the country.

In the next table, we can compare the different pensions of  some European 
countries according to the EU’s Mutual Information System on Social Protec-
tion (MISSOC), (table 4).

Table 4. Retirement pensions in Europe. (MISSOC).

As we can see, elderly in Norway has one of  the highest pensions compared to 
the rest of  Europe.Then, we know how much money they have, so we wonder: 
Where do they spend their money? In other words; Which is the most com-
mon destination they usually travel? And finally, Why do they choose that?

Country Average Pension 
€ /month

Minimal Pension
€ /month

Maximum Pension
€ /month
 

Luxembourg
Norway
Austria
Holland
Belgium
Germany
France
Spain
Ireland
United Kigndom
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Italy
Portugal

1.592 € /month
1.053 € /month
953,12 € /month
900 € /month
878,16 € /month
793,11 € /month
 700 a 800 € /month
614,27 € /month 
589,2 € /month
587,88 € /month
538,79 € /month 
493 € /month
474 € /month
-
-

1.023
870,41
604
-
716,33
-
514,32
385 
476
108
727 
-
~201 and 357  
403
170

4.735
2.040
2.220
-
1.295,25
-
1.134,55
1.827
488
~ 428 and 840
1.020
-
2.058
-
1.199 €  
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3.7. Destination Preferences

The total resident population of  Norway is 4.6 million. Outbound travel from 
Norway for leisure purposes accounted for 2.626 million journeys in 2001 
(Auno and Normann, 2003), almost 49 percent of  all Norwegian outbound 
leisure trips.

According to the date base Statistics Norway, Spain is the most popular 
holiday destination abroad, with more than 600 000 trips per year, followed 
by Denmark, Sweden and Greece. These four countries have long been the 
most visited (though with some variation in  their relative popularity)(figure 4).

Figure 4.  Number of  holiday trips to most  popular destinations abroad (2007). Statistics Norway..
 

N. Prebensen. (2008) developed a research called “Country as Destina-
tion–Norwegian Tourists’ Perceptions and Motivation”. That study tries to 
find answers to question like: Are there any motivational differences between 
Norwegian charter tourists visiting different countries?  Would a person who 
claims to have visited Spain be different from someone who says  has been to 
Greece regarding their motivation for traveling?

In order to answer these questions a questionnaire was designed  and  sent 
to potential respondents (5000) based on a customers listing of  one of  the 
largest tour-operators in Norway. Seventy-eight questionnaires were returned 
unanswered and 1,222 charter tourists from Norway to different destinations 
completed the postal questionnaire, thereby yielding a response rate of  24.8%.
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It is widely known that people travel for numerous reasons. In this study, 
respondents were asked to rate 35 statements, as well, on a five-point scale 
ranging from not important (1) to very important (5).  The items  were adapted 
to outbound charter tours from Norway from Kleiven  (1998; 1999) ,who and 
based his study of  motivational factors for domestic Norwegian tourists trave-
ling in Norway on a number of  qualitative studies as well as on some quantita-
tive investigations, (table 5).

Table 5.The “Kleiven” Scale of  “Inbound Tourism in Norway” and the Adjusted Scale for “Nor-
wegian Outbound Charter Tourism”

Adjusted scale

Sun/warmth
(a) feel the heat of  the sun
(b) enjoy the beach and swimming
(c) swim in the sea
(d) swim in a pool

Peace/quiet
(a) getting away from push and stress
(b) getting away from noise and pollu-
tion
 c) recovering strength
(d) avoid the push and stress of  traveling

 Accomplishment
(a) using skill and knowledge
(b) developing personal interest/hobby
 (c) learning something new
(d) showing your skills

Fitness
(a) getting a workout
(b) working out, really tiring your body
(c) taking care of  your health
(d) getting in shape
(e) to be romantic
(f) have enough time to do whatever you 
like

Family
 (a) having time for the family
 (b) keeping in touch with family living 
elsewhere
(c) being with children of  my relatives
(d) see to it that the children have a 
pleasant vacation

Nature/culture
(a) experiencing landscape and nature
(b) going on organized sight seeing
(c) experience the silence of  nature

 Culture
(a) experiencing art and culture
(b) seeing well-known places or sights
c) getting to know other countries and 
cultures
(d) practicing foreign languages

Friends 
(a) keeping in touch with friends
(b) getting to know new people
(c) eat and drink in good company
(d) not being lonely during the vacation
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Some of  the conclusions obtained by that author were:

•	 The two most visited countries among the respondents were Spain and 
Greece. Among the 510 respondents who had visited Spain, 23% of  tour-
ist visited Gran Canaria.  The second most frequently visited destination 
had been Mallorca, with 104 people.

•	 Of  the 35 motivational items, only 8 were significant, because it got scored 
higher. These were “culture,” “avoid stress,” “fitness,” “accomplishment,” 
“sun/bathing,” “friends,” “kids/family,” and “hedonism.”

•	  Travelers placed a high emphasis on learning and experiencing culture 
(knowledge and adventure). 

•	 The relax factor was also important for the Norwegian tourists traveling 
on a prearranged tour. It is possible that the need to relax impacted di-
rectly on why the tourists bought this type of  tourist product, since it is an 
easy–and often a comfortable–way of  traveling (the tour-operator arrang-
ing everything). 

Furthermore, we know that Spain is the main destination for Norwegians. 
Apparently, or these Norwegian tourists, living in the northern part of  Eu-

rope, the need for sun and bathing were quite important. According to H. 
Myklebost (2008) in his study about Migration of  elderly Norwegians, there 
is a main reason to travel to Spain, a part of  the culture and gastronomy of  
this country; health. Climate  is  the  main  attraction  of   Spain.  To many 
people, this is not just because they  prefer the mild winter of  Spain to the cold  
Norwegian winter. For the most of  the Norwegian tourists among 67 years, 
the difference  in climate means that they could lead a normal life, not having 
to stay indoors to avoid a heart or lung trouble, or escape the risk of   breaking  
brittle  bones  on  the  icy  pavements and roads of  their native country. Known 
how is the Norwegian tourist, which are their preferences and features, it can 
therefore continue, with the discipline of  tourism.

3.8. Types of Tourism

Knowing the mainly factors which influence  on the tourist behavior, is obvi-
ous to think about different kinds of  tourism, which can satisfy their different 
needs. According to to the World Tourism Organization (WTO), there are 
seven main types of  tourism:

•	 Sun and Beach Tourism: Located in coastal locations where the most of  
the time, the weather is sunny and soft temperatures.They focus exclu-
sively on young families or couples without children.
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•	 Sport Tourism: In this case, the main reason to travel is the sport, although 
the tourist experience can act to enhance the overall experience. Like sun 
and beach tourism, this type of  tourism focuses on young families or cou-
ples without children.

•	 Adventure Tourism: It concerns to the trips done by a tourist, who looking 
for activities focused on physical exercise. That tourism is developed in 
remote and unexplored places. It is focused on young  and couples without 
children.

•	 Nature Tourism: Tourism mainly dedicated to international experienced 
tourists, who travel with the objective of  observing, living and appreciate 
the environment. It is addressed to seniors and couples without children.

•	 Cultural Tourism:  Kind of  tourism whose main objective is to discover 
the monuments and tourist places. Aimed to seniors, since generally, the  
economic level and  cultural education of  the tourist is above average. 
Therefore, we can assume that cultural tourism is adequate with our type 
of  user profile. 

•	 Urban tourism can attract a higher sector into the tourism market than 
another form of  tourism. Generally, visits to local attractions and nightlife 
attract the interest of  couples without children; cities attractions such as 
amusement-parks and museums, are frequented by families and couples 
whose children not living at home, as well as elderly people, are interested 
in cultural attractions.

•	 Rural Tourism: Tourism activities are carried out in rural residences, coun-
tryside holidays or big hotels. The distinctive feature of  tourism products 
in the rural tourism sector is the desire to offer tourists a personal contact, 
and as far as possible, the participation of  tourists in activities, traditions 
and lifestyles of  the locals. It is addressed to seniors and couples without 
children.

The aim of  this point is subsequently to get more information about the 
preferences of  our costumer. According to the descriptions of  the different 
types of  tourism, it can be suposed that older people prefer a kind of  tourism 
based on cultural activies, therefore, it can be defined the environment, where 
they will live their experience.

3.9. Tourism for All

Already known, the most important concepts about tourism and tourists as 
well as some of  the main factors that characterize it, it´s worth speaking of  the 
concept of  “tourism for all” as a basic rule to get quality in the development 
of  tourism.

The tourist quality depends on many tangible and intangible factors, related 
to companies and tourist destinations.
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faction of  all the needs, demands and expectations of  consumers for products 
and services with an acceptable price, under the conditions mutually agreed 
and the underlying factors that determine the quality such as safety, hygiene, 
accessibility, transparency, authenticity and harmony of  tourism activity con-
cerned about their human and natural environment”. 

Therefore to get quality is necessary to consider the needs and demands of  
all consumer types, designing products and services for all. 

In 1989, a group of  British experts in tourism and disability published the 
report “Tourism for all”. 

That report defines the Tourism for All as a kind of  tourism, which designs 
and develops leisure tourism activities designed for the enjoyment of  all kinds 
of  people regardless of  their physical, social or cultural.

Tourism for all, is composed of  two main elements: social tourism and 
accessible tourism.This concept is key to our study because we believe that 
the elderly, is becoming increasingly key customers of  products offered in the 
market and this is because we have designed products or services adapted to 
them taking into account the specific needs that appear from the limitations 
derived from age (physical or motor, intellectual, auditory or visual).

The International Bureau of  Social Tourism (BITS) defines tourism as a 
whole of  references and phenomena resulting from participation in the social 
strata of  tourism modest tourism incomes, which has been made possible by 
social measures well defined. Such tourism is characterized by the basic law of  
any human life at leisure and enjoy access to infrastructure and tourist services.

 Therefore, social tourism operators , government authorities, operators, 
etc,  should develop mechanisms in order to prevent any exclusion of  inequali-
ties.

3.10. Accessible Tourism
On the other hand, the concept of  accessible tourism is based on the principle 
that tourism is a social right for all. According to the WTO, accessible tourism 
is the set of  services and infrastructure that allows access to this activity to an 
important segment of  the population, according to their needs and interests: 
temporary disabled (pregnant women, plaster, etc.) and permanent (motor, 
sensory and intellectual).

Advanced societies have new problems. One of  the most important is aging 
of  the world population, as pointed above. Another relevant fact to consider is 
that 10% of  the world population, i.e.650 million people suffer from a disabil-
ity. According to to Eurostat data published (2005) there are about 500 million 
people with disabilities worldwide in Europe this figure is close to 50 million.
That is, in Europe it is estimated that there is a potential audience of  accessible 
tourism around 36 million people. (table 3)
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Another relevant fact to consider is that a 10% of  the world population, i.e.
650 million people suffer from a disability.

According to Eurostat, data published (2005) there are about 500 million
people with disabilities worldwide in Europe this figure is close to 50 million.
That is, in Europe it is estimated that there is a potential audience of  accessible
tourism around 36 million people. (table 6).

Table 6. Accessible Tourism Market Potential (EU).Ministry of  Industry, Trade and Tourism of  
Spain.

As we can see on this table, there are about 100 million elderly in the 
EU of  which about 20 million have a disability, data, that we should not 
underestimate, since the not adapted products or services, are one of  the 
dissatisfaction causes of  the client.

On the other hand, attract this market segment will contribute to:
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•	 Attracting market share, increasing parallel the levels of  business profitabil-
ity.

•	 Capturing a customer called in many cases “Multicostumer”. According 
to the manual published by the European Commission, “Towards a Eu-
rope Accessible for Tourists with Disabilities”, the figures on the potential 
tourism of  European citizens with disabilities are not conclusive, because it 
is estimated that each trip made by a disabled person attracts 1.5 compan-
ions. These data allow us to name the segment of  people with disabilities 
or reduced mobility as “Multicustomer”. 

•	 Increasing tourism in any time of  the year. Since they do not have work res-
ponsibilities, have greater availability to travel throughout the year.

•	 Improve the tourist image of  destinations, offering an image intended to 
a anyone without any distinction and/or exclusion improves the travel 
destination image.

Therefore accessible tourism is another point of  view to take into account 
in future researches about tourism, above all in relation with elderly tourism. 
Nevertheless this project is focused over a specific kind of  people belong to 
elderly, active older people, who understand tourism, as support  to increase 
their life quality.

Summing, the role of  the elderly in the tourism sector is decisive. Their 
participation, icrease the demand during all the year, causing an economic 
growth. Consequently, to study their behaviour as a tourist, it allows to dif-
ferentiate, several environments, where they act. Finally, apart from the tourist 
behavior, for older people, it is also crucial to take into account the possible 
disabilities of  aging.



 4 Attitudes 
toward

 service
The emphasis of  this chapter is to 
explain how different environment 
elements surrounding the costumer, it 
can influence in their opinion about a 
service.
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After obtaining some knowledge as to the elderly, tourism,we will treat the 
service concept and its relationship with the tourism.

The services sector represents a decisive role in the productive structures of  
the economies in the developed countries and an increasingly important place 
in  emerging countries. As mentioned above the tourist service is a basic source 
of  income for the world economy.

Tourism has maintained remarkable growth rates and much higher than in 
other sectors of  the economy According to the WTO in 2012 has been 1.035 
million tourist arrivals around the world, 39 million more than in 2011, with 
higher growth of  tourism in emerging countries (+4.1%) than in developed 
(+3,6%). In Europe, despite the crisis suffered, has received 539 million tour-
ists who meant an increase of  3.3 % over 2011.

Regarding tourism as a service for the population, it´s worth pointing out,  
the evolution developed over the years. A change about its features, which  
Fayos (1994) calls the New Age of  Tourism. The main features are:

•				Holidays	are	flexible	and	can	be	purchased	by	competitive	prices.
•				The	design	and	development	of 	tourism	services	are	guided	by	the	invidual
      consumers needs.
•				The	marketing	focuses	on	specific	market	sectors,	with	different	needs,	in-
      terests, etc.
•				More	experienced		consumers,	who	have	more	complex	motivations,	consi-	
      der the environment and the local culture as part of  the tourist experience.
•				New	information	and	communication	technologies	have	become	the	key
      tools for consumers, which will provide the flexibility to meet their existing 
      needs.

 
As we know, in the world of  tourism, there are many elements that in-

teract with each other making possible the viability of  this service. But we 
wonder, which is the role of  designers within this complex network?

Tourism is a sector, which suffers a constant process of  innovation, be-
cause these services are intended to provide new emotions to tourists, if  such 
services are not innovative, activities become repetitive, which causes an atti-
tude of  rejection by the consumer (Plog, 1974, 1988). When a tourist travels 
to a particular place, it wants to feel  satisfactory  emotions in each of  the 
components of  his trip, and it is in this aspect that designers act.

The discipline of  “service design” allows using different types of  tools, 
to understand how is the relationship with the service user, the evolution of  
the customer experience when it comes into contact with a particular service 
and it resolves any problems identified therein.

Therefore, is indispensable to know the interaction points of  customers 
(called touch-points) and designing/improving the service to make it as efficient 
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as possible adapted to customer needs, keeping only those activities that re-
ally add value. 

We need therefore to lead our efforts in the study of  the elderly.

4.1. Human Beings and their experience environments

Focusing on the study of  all the elements surrounding the elderly in the area 
of  tourism, the  experience context, consists of  all the people and elements 
surrounding the human being, since decisions about the choice of  tourist ac-
tivity, is taken in context through daily acts related to tourism (information on 
destinations over magazines, TV, experiences shared by friends, family, etc)

It’s what Binkhorst (2005) calls as knowing the tourist like a human being.
Each person is surrounded by different experience networks in experience 

environments constantly changing. 
Considering the tourist as a human being, who moving to different contexts 

allows us to learn about their values and needs.
First, family atmosphere is located (figure 5). It is in this area where you 

spend most of  the time and is one of  the most influential context’s tourists.
Furthermore, the individual draw on other information sources (figure 

6) such websites or brochures, etc, also, establishing relationships with any-
one who can provide information about the destination, such as contact with 
friends who can relate their travel experiences. 

All these acts are done to carry put the desire and the need to travel, chang-
ing the context of  common experience.

Finally, when making the final travel decision, tourism experiences net-
works consequently, changes (figure 7)

Figure 5 .Tourism experience in the home network environment experience. Binkhorst 2005.
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Figure 6.  Tourism During the travel experience network decision making process. Binkhorst 2005.

Figure 7. Tourism experience away from the home network environment. Binkhorst 2005.

Therefore, it is necessary to consider tourism as an experience network in 
which various stakeholders co-create as to engage in tourism experiences. On 
that one, the tourists are permanently exposed to a variety of  elements, which 
influence the terms of  their trips: the Internet, mobile devices, travel agencies, 
tour operators, transportation, accommodation, guides, local companies that of-
fer activities in the destination place. Thinking of  the human being as a key 
element to the area of  tourism has another advantage, since it allows us to con-
sider not only tourists but also is included human beings living on the place of  
destination, taking into account in this way, all the network elements of  tourism.



5 Human being 
and

 new technologies
The general discussion of  this chapter 
allows to know importance of  the new 
technologies for the human being. 
Moreover, it examines the relationship 
between those concepts.
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5.1. Importance of knowing the user

A key factor to engage this huge potential market  is to provide informa-
tion, that must be trusted, accurate and accessible to all users. Therefore, the 
next step is  human-centred design.

One of  the most important steps to the design process of  any type of  prod-
uct or service, is learning to identify the features and needs of  the audience 
which is aimed.

The buyer finds satisfaction when the product purchased solves correctly 
their problems (Torrecilla, 1999). This type of  design is known as the user-
centred design (UCD).

Currently, we know many details about our customer behavior, preferences   
related to the service (tourism).  The goal of  the project consists of  designing 
an  appropriate support to make the users experience an easier service. That 
support belongs to the net of  new technologies. In other words, how is the 
relationship between human beings and those.

5.2. Human factor

“Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, eva-
luation and implementation of  interactive  computing systems for human use 
and with the study of  major phenomena surrounding  them.” (Hewett et al., 
1996).  

Then, in order to understand the aim of  the project, we are going to talk about 
how the new technologies affect to the human being.

According to J. Shand (2012):

•	 There are 2.000 millions internet users worldwide  
•	 4.800 millions mobile phones with internet access. 
•	 More than a trillion websites.
•	 30.000 millions  videos and pictures, shared over networks.
 

The Internet has influenced in elements, which affect all of  us, like: educa-
tion, politics, tourism, but especially in relation with the social and the way in 
which humans communicate with each other, making easier to keep in touch 
with relatives, friends, clients, suppliers, etc. We can suggest that the internet, 
has become in the most popular and useful social media that never existed.

Therefore, companies and institutions need to understand how to act in 
this new environment. In our case, it is  important to understand how to com-
municate effectively with the user or client. In other’s words, we are going to 
insist, in the study of  the relation between older people and the new technolo-
gies.



6 The integration 
of elderly

tourism and
new technologies

Chapter 6 focus on the relationship 
between each one of  the keys of  the 
project. These are elderly, tourism, 
and new technologies. 
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6.1. Tourism and New Technologies

In order to justify, the choice of  designing an interface to improve the traveling 
experience older people, in that point it is studied the relationship between 
tourism and new technologies  (figure 8).

Figure 8. Relation between elderly and new technologies.

As we commented upon at the chapter 2, the advertising sources have an 
important role related to  the external determinants of  tourist buying behavior.

 We emphasised the popularity of  TV, radio and especially print advertising 
magazines, newspapers and brochures. However, in recent years it has inves-
tigated the use of  the Internet as another element of  marketing, currently it is 
known as online marketing. Some researchers (Andreu, Bigné and Ruiz, 2004; 
Favian and Guinialiu, 2004, Millan and Esteban, 2002; Ruiz and Tronch, 
2007; Ruiz, Izquierdo and Calderon, 2007; Suarez Vazquez and Diaz, 2006) 
have obtained the following conclusions:
•	 Purchase of  tourism product has increased over the Internet.
•	 Tourism products are well suited to systems and processes related to the 

Internet largely multimedia content.
•	 It is essential to have an easy understanding website to locate and consult 

by the tourist but also it must be interactive and incorporate rightly tour-
ism marketing variables.

•	 Supports of  payment through the network must be clear, safe and fast.
•	 Apart from the Internet, tourism business must adopt other means and sys-

tems, which largely involves technological and commercial renovation, as: 
iphone social networks, etc.

TOURISM

ELDERLY

NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES
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Highlighting the importance of  this last point, that´s mean, the relation 
between new technologies and customer buying behavior, we wonder: Do the 
latest technologies get to older people?, Will they use it? is it accessible to these 
people? Do they believe in its usefulness? Can we change their point of  view, 
becoming the new technologies in a indispensable support in their daily life? 

6.2. New Technologies and Elderly

Once dicussed about the relationship between new technologies and tourism, 
next point is centrally focused on the the relationship between new technolo-
gies and our costumer (figure 9).

Figure 9. Relation between elderly, and new technologies

As mentioned above, nowadays, people aged 60 years and over, are an im-
portant percentage of  the total population. Taking into account that reality, it 
could be thought that elderly should be one of  the most influential groups for 
the development of  new technologies, (above all Internet).

Nevertheless, they are the most distant group of  people, from the techno-
logical circles and not just because they are not taken into account sufficiently, 
to the development of  interfaces adapted to their needs and skills, if  not, by 
their own fears and prejudices. 

Barriers against new technologies
Therefore, there are some barriers which obstruct the relationship between
elderly and new technologies but; What kind of  barriers?

TOURISM

ELDERLY

NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES
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According to M. Rodriguez there are three sorts of  barriers:

•	 Mental barriers: Are those produced by the fear of  the unknown the own 
people judge the Internet, and everything related to it, as something com-
plicated.

•	 Physical barriers: There are, difficulties which elderly found at the mo-
ment to interact with interfaces due to changes associated with aging. 
These changes affect how they perceive their environment. The elements 
affected are:

1. Vision: Aging damages optical properties of  the eye reducing the sharpness of  
images and altering their chromaticism. It also produces an inadequate perfor-
mance in the neural mechanisms that respond to changes in light levels. Moreo-
ver, it reduces the ability to combine information from two eyes to perceive the 
distance and therefore reduces the hand-eye coordination, (Belsky, 2001).

2. Audion:  Aging causes a general deterioration of  this ability, which is espe-
cially important at high frequencies (higher than 1000 Hz), (Lillo, 2004).

3. Motor control: Older people have more difficulties developing physical 
efforts and keeping a posture, because the aging produces: a reduction in 
muscle strength, increased bone fragility, degenerative problems, which 
limiting their mobility and produce painful movements, (Cerella, 1990).

4. Cognition: According to Hom and Catell (1966), there are two aspects of  
the intelligence which are affected by the aging:

      a) Crystallized intelligence: relates to the use of  the knowledge and skills    
      acquired throughout life.
      b) Fluid intelligence: is a basic reasoning skill used to solve different problems      
      and that relates to the ability to make inferences, to reason inductively   
      and to have good working memory.

•	 Economic barriers: Even the tough Norwegian elderly, dispose one of  the 
highest earnings of  Europe, the high price of  informatics systems and 
the monthly Internet fees, are sometimes, another problem to take into 
account.

Subsequently, already known, the general  existing barriers between elderly 
and new technologies, it is also necessary to specify that relationship, taking 
intro account the support, which will be designed.  Conquently the next point 
is centrally focused in the Internet and mobile phones..

Elderly and the Internet
The Internet is the key of  the technological revolution we live. According to
M. Kiel (2005). The Internet is a source of  education, information, and inter-
active information to remain current and involved, and have some fun.
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Approximately, the 96% of  young people use the Internet daily. However,
What happens with elderly?.

According to the NIS (National Institute of  Statistics), in 2006, the 13,5%
people aged 60 years and over had used anytime a computer and the 6,1%
had surfed on the Internet. However, in 2010 that percentage increases to
27% (figure 10).

Figure 10. Changes in the use of  social networks, 2008-2010, by generation. University Carlos 
III, Madrid (2010).

Thus, it seems that exist a tendency for the increase of  the use of  the
The internet among all age groups, so the differences between them are 

reduced.
The use of  the Internet represents for elderly a support to integrate them-

selves into the society and establishing new alternatives, which satisfy their 
needs, increasing their life quality,having effects on decreasing loneliness, 
boredom, helplessness, and declining mental acuity, while enhancing morale. 
Moreover, computer use by the elderly enhances their independence as they 
can now shop, pay bills, bank, learn, and engage in chat groups, etc.

According to L. Torres and C. Ballesteros (2005). One of  the most com-
mon uses of  Internet by elderly are task as: email, seeking of  medical and 
financial information and looking up news. On the other hand e-commerce is 
the activity, which generates more distrust.

Other features that define the behavior elderly and the Internet, for in-
stance: they spend more time reading texts of  the websites, understanding it 
better than young people. Spend more time solving tasks, as well. Make fewer 
clicks per minute, tend to click on sites that are not links, have problems with 
computer jargon, have trouble locating their position within a Web site, have 
difficulty with the scroll, etc.
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Elderly and mobile phones
Apart from the use of  the Internet it´s worth pointing out the importance of  
one most important market within the new technologies, for elderly; Mobile 
Phones.

Does a mobile phone have the same importance for the elderly compared 
with youth or adults? Are elderly in touch with the current world of  mobile 
applications and services?.

In 2012 R. Martinez and  M.Lera, carried out a study regarding the rela-
tionship between elderly and these ones.In this study participated 165 seniors, 
people aged between 65 and 70 years.

 As for the results is important to keep in mind next conclusions:

•	 A 96 % of  the participants owned a mobile phone (53,8 % received their 
first mobile phone as a gift).

•	 With regard to the benefits of, and motivations for, using mobile phones, 
they found that the elderly did not use mobile phones to meet new people 
or did they feel better when they were with others because they had a high 
quality mobile, or did they believe it was easier to express themselves via 
mobile phone than by speaking face-to-face.

•	 The mobile phone did not have an identity function because to have a 
high quality mobile phone did not make them feel better when they were 
with others, and they thought they could do without their phone.

•	 The most used functions making phone calls, followed by creating a con-
tact list, checking the time, and sending text messages.They seldom use 
additional functions such as creating videos, taking photographs, or surf-
ing the Internet.

•	 To have a mobile phone provided them with was social support, particu-
larly by helping them keep in touch with relatives, which helped them to 
feel secure in case of  possible emergencies, and strengthened their au-
tonomy and sense of  freedom and independence. 

Thanks to these conclusions we  know that the use or mobile phone, has a 
potential for social interactions between elderly and the rest of  the population. 
However, the functions and the use of  mobile phone by them are basics, thus, 
are removed of  the current innovations which android and 3G mobiles can 
offer.

Norwegian Elderly and new technologies
The Internet access
To be more specific  with our future consumer, we concentrate our research in 
Norwegian people.

According to the source Statics Norway, in 2012, 93% of  households had 
access to the Internet. 

Only, 7 % of  the Norwegian population aged 16-74 years have no access 
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to the Internet in 2012. This group mainly consists of  people aged over 64 
years. Within that whole of  people, 18%  are people aged between 65 and 74 
and 40 %  people aged between 75 and 79, are 40 per cent. (the rest of  the 
percentage belongs to households without children and with incomes below 
NOK 200000). However, as for for the use of  computers and the Internet,  a 
total of  95 % of  the population has used a computer during the last year.  A 
special emphasis should be laid on the elderly due to the corresponding figure 
for people aged between 65 and 74 years was 74 %, an increase from 67 % 
last year.

Mobile broadband access
Mobile broadband has increased rapidly in the last three years. In total, 48 % 
of  households have access to mobile broadband in 2012, an increase from 34 
% in 2011( 5% belongs to retired elderly). Most of  these people also have ac-
cess to a fixed broadband connection at home. The percentage of  households 
with only mobile broadband has increased to 8 per cent. 

Use of social media
The share of  the Norwegian population that has participated in social net-
works over the Internet during the last year has increased from 59 to 63 per 
cent. The increase is largest among women and the older age groups (29%). 

Activities over the Internet
Many Norwegian people used the Internet to read online newspapers and to 
search for information on, for example, goods, services, travel, accommoda-
tion, etc. in the last year. Even buying and ordering goods or services for pri-
vate use over the Internet is becoming increasingly popular. The total share 
of  the population that has done e-commerce during the last 12 months has 
increased to 76 %, (figure11), (table 7).

Figure 11. Part of  the population which have bought or ordered goods or services for private use 
over the Internet. Statics Norway. 
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As we can see the most of  the Internet traders bought or booked travel or 
holiday accommodation.Focusing in elderly, we can check  the next table (table 7).

Table 7. Activities performed over Internet (%), by age, contents and time. Statics Norway.

According to with these data, travel and accommodation, (which is one 
of  the most useful keys for our study), is the fifth most common use of  the 
Internet, ( the first one is the use of  emails, followed by, banking, looking up 
news and finding info about goods and services, which confirm the conclusions 
obtained by L. Torres and C. Ballesteros, commented above). 

Summing up, we can conclude that the Internet has become in a useful in-
formation source for Norwegian elderly, even the percentage of  the use of   the 
Internet increases each year, slightly. As for the use of  the Internet over mobile 
phones, currently the percentage of  elderly who employ that support is very 
small. However, it´s worth pointing out their participation in social networks, 
which is a relatively new phenomenon, that´s mean, elderly are being increas-
ingly integrated into the world of  new technologies.

2011 2012

Activities over the Internet 65-74 
years

75-79 
years

65-74 
years

75-79 
years

Used the internet for e-mail 
Used the Internet for finding info about 
goods and services 
Used the Internet for services related 
to travel and ccommodation 
Used the Internet for downloading software 
Used the Internet to view / download 
newspapers / magazines
Used the internet for subscribing to online news 
Used the Internet to look for a job or 
sending a job application 
Used the internet to seek for health related
information 
Used the internet for banking 
Used the internet for selling goods or services 
Used the Internet to look for information about 
education 
Used the Internet with the purpose of  learning

-
41

35

20
52

3
-

26

57
11
8

31

-
7

9

3
14

-
-

12

19
2
2

11

60
53

36

-
58

-
-

-

59
18
-

-

37
25

12

-
33

-
-

-

42
10
-

-
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Accessibility and usability 
To finish that point related to human-centred design and in order to avoid  
that problem, it´s worth pointing out two concepts within that discipline;  ac-
cessibility and usability. 

On the one hand, accessibility is defined as a  « whole of  features which 
must dispose an environment, product or service to be used in terms of  com-
fort, safety and equality for everybody»  (Imserso,  2003).

The aim of  accessibility, related to the interface design, is to make a sup-
port  for anybody regardless of  any kind of  disabilities, as for example, the 
physical barriers, discussed above.

On the other hand, usability is defined by the ISO 9241 standard as “the 
level in which a product can be used by specified users to get specified goals 
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a certain context of  use”.  
Therefore, in order to design a usable interface, it´s necessary to know some 
aspects related to our users. On that way, we design for  retired Norwegian 
elderly, then, we have a group of  people aged 67 years and over, therefore it´s 
necessary taking into account,aspects as, all the barriers explained above, their 
language, etc.

Summing up, there are some points which we must follow to develop an 
accessible and usable interface, (Center for Universal Design, 2002)

1. Universal use for everybody: useful and available design, for any group of  users.
2. Simple and intuitive use: the designçuter skills, etc.
3. Tolerance for error and misuse.
4. Little physical efforts required: appropriate manipulation regardless user’s 

body size, posture or mobility.
5. Satisfaction: we will have got that attribute when the rest of  the points 

have been satisfied.

6.3. Elderly and Tourism

Finally, in order to finish that chapter, we will discuss the relationship between 
elderly and tourism (figure 12), finishing then, the study of  the connection be-
tween the keys of  the project.

It has been mentioned above, the importance of  tourism to the worldwide 
economy.

Furthermore, has been specified a particular sector of  the population to 
concentrate on this project. This sector is the elderly. According to G.Carney 
D.Costello (2006), here is an increasing number of  senior citizens in western 
Europe with high incomes.

The aim of  this project is to design a service that pleases the needs of  these
tourists, improving their experience in the destination.
According to the concepts that have been discussed in terms of  the importance
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TOURISM

ELDERLY

TECHNOLOGIES

Figure 12. Relation between elderly, and tourism.

According to the concepts that have been discussed in terms of  the im-
portance of  service design, the key to gain clients that we are interested, is to 
knoall their demands, needs and requirements.

In the relationship between tourism and the elderly, we have concluded 
that leisure time is one of  the essential areas in the life for older people which 
it tends to be dedicated to the tourism, because, directly or indirectly it affects 
their physical, mental and social development(Vellas, 1986).

They are using this increased leisure time for travel and holidays. Despite 
their possible need for a more personal service when on holiday, they do not 
wish to be pigeonholed as ‘elderly’ or ‘old’.

Sometimes, the stage of  retirement negatively, affects people due to  the 
inactivity because if  the lack of  job responsibilities. However, tourism can help 
overcome the aging process, keeping them “active” and on the other hand to 
avoid one of  the biggest problems that the elderly may present, which is the 
“loneliness” or even complete lack of  sense in the last stage of  life.

As we mentioned in the definitions of  tourism the tourist-leisure activity 
means traveling from one location to another and is primarily a social medium 
through which people satisfy their basic needs.

If  we remember, there were different features that defined the activity, such 
as: movement to another place different than their residence, a leisure manifes-
tation, discovery, interaction with environment, experience, temporary, inter-
cultural contact and economy. Also in the tourist experience social interaction
processes involved as a result of  the effects of  tourism activity has on tourists 

NEW 
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and / or the local population (E. San Martin, 1997).
Furthermore, the practice of  leisure-tourism is linked to the nature of  sub-

jective leisure experience, which involved different conceptions which  emerge 
in each subject and that will be modified along its life cycle (Kelly, 1996, cited 
in E. San Martin, 1997). These can origin that the tourists give a different 
meaning and participate in this activity with very different feelings and ideas, 
because as we discussed in the previous step, the leisure-tourism is the product 
over the whole of  the personal experiences that are given a particular context, 
along with its social and situational influences.

To deal with this point we wonder, what can  be the factors that exist within 
our society that can make older people “traveling” or “do not travel”? What 
influences that some seniors travel or not to travel?

On the point about tourism, we talked about the external (prices, promo-
tions, etc.) and internal (attitudes, beliefs, etc) factors influencing tourist be-
havior. But focusing on the senior sector, there are others variables, such as the 
phenomenon of  aging. 

Summing up, it´s worth pointing out and according to Armadans, et al. 
(2010) that the phenomenon of  aging is a multidimensional nature (related to 
their social participation within the society, their psychological and biological 
state linked to that aging process, etc). This confirms the fact that each con-
sumer is different from the rest. The leisure needs and  recreation activities of  
one senior citizen are not necessarily those of  another. In addition, this is the 
main challenge we are facing in the development of  this project.. To discover 
their interactions (touchpoints), how the user feels to interact with the service.

Tourism motivations
Motivation studies are one of  the main topics about tourism researchers. Since 
a theorist point of  view,  researchers say that motivations are: the reasons which 
explain our behavior, essentials to understand the process of  making choices 
about travel and to value the satisfaction of  the tourist-experience. (Pearce, 
1982; Snepenger, King, Marshall y Uysal, 2006). 

Therefore, we  understand the motivations as these reasons, that stimulate 
the decision to travel.

In the very end, people decide to travel, because they have different kinds of  
needs, which must be satisfied.Regarding to that, according to Maslow (1954) 
there is a hierarchy of   five categories of  needs in the context of  tourism:

•	 Physiological: That is the strongest one. The need for relaxation and 
recuperation is often given as a key reason for the taking of  holidays 
or vacations.

•	 Safety: These needs are likely to manifest themselves for most people 
by choosing destinations that they feel are safe and secure to visit. For 
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example, acts of  terrorism or high crime tares act as a deterrent to 
tourism. Conversely, some individuals who feel that the risk has been 
removed from their daily lives may search for “risk” through tourism. 
However, this is likely to be in managed form, largely under the control 
of  the individual.

•	 Relationships: The need to establish relationships with other people is 
essential for their psychological well-being. Tourism provides oppotuni-
ties to develop relationships with family or friends. It also offers oppor-
tunities to make new friendships.

•	 Esteem: Different kinds of  experiences through tourism can build so-
cial esteem.

•	 Self-actualisation: Tourism may play an important role in the self-ful-
filment of  the individual.

On the other hand, and as we commented above and according to Fleis-
cher y Pizan (2002), not all the elderly has the same preferences and motiva-
tions. There are differences in genre, age, demographic features, health, etc. 

One of  the first researchers to question the homogeneity of  this group was 
Shoemaker (1989). In his research, he identified three different groups: 

a)    The first group, called “passive visitors”. The main reason to travel is to  
        visit friends a relatives but also encouraged them to travel if  there is good
        Public transport, good hygiene and cleanliness, personal safety and oppor-
       tunities to meet and interact with others. 
b)   The second group, called “enthusiastic fighters”. Their main reasons to tra- 
        vel are being with their family, to seek novelties, to increase  their knowledge,
      to escape of  house works. What´s more, the main elements which encou-  
      raged them to travel, included: transport, hygiene and cleanliness,
      personal safety, and good weather.   
c)   The third group,“culture devourer”, has motivations related cultural ac-
      tivities, historic and archaeological destinations. As the other two groups,
      they value elements as:  hygiene and cleanliness, etc.

   
On the other hand, exist a series of  negatives element, which  cause an at-

titude of  rejection to travel. 
Fleischer y Pizam (2002) shows us in their results, negative elements as: 

poor health, lack of  information about available options, much planning for 
the trip, lack of  resources, lack of  transportation, lack of  approval from the 
family, lack of  time, lack of  companionship, lack of  desires of  travel, etc. 
Moreover, these authors affirm that the main elements which influence nega-
tively in elderly to travel or not, are earnings and health. Furthermore, there 
are some barriers, related real limitations due to the age. 
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Older people can feel limited  because of  the worries about what people 
think about them, even what they think about what they are able to do by 
themselves. All of  that cause, seniors give a different meaning to the tourist- 
activity, even to participate in these activities with different ideas and feelings. 

Summing up, we know that some studies have treated that sector as a ho-
mogeneous group, based on  for example, socioeconomic status. 

Nevertheless, due to the social changes and taking into account tourist-cus-
tomer considering that the current consumer does not belong to a single pat-
tern, we should keep in mind that, this group is composed of  several tourists, 
who have interests, attitudes and new consumption patterns towards tourism, 
what´s more, probably the next elderly generation  will have different prefer-
ences compared with the current generation.

Information source
Motivations and barriers form part of  the touch-points within the network 
which influence to the customer. Even though, it is worth pointing out the 
influence of  information sources.

Mansfield (1992) classified information sources for travel into two main types:

•	 Formal or impersonal communication sources, such as through travel 
agents, brochures, travelogues, guidebooks and maps.

•	 Informal or interpersonal communication sources with friends and relatives.
•	 In several studies, conclusions has been reached, regarding theses infor-

mation sources  used by elderly, (Chen, 2009; Cleaver, 2000; Horneman et 
al., 2002; Grande, 1993; Shim et al., 2005):.The main information source 
to that group is their own experience.

•	 The information search process is conditioned by consumer income, their 
cultural level and level of  socialization.

•	 These consumers tend to take information by themselves. Then they con-
trast that with the information offered by other external sources.

•	 Mainly, the obtain information over their family, friends, know people, 
neighbours, etc. (that phenomenon is known as world of  mouth).

•	 Elderly like reading and listening the radio. Magazines are very effec-
tive  because older people preferred to read stories and to view pictures 
in greater detail about specific destinations which they were interested in.

•	 In the coming years the use of  the Internet will  grow and use more over 
the Web and email.

The next table (table 8) shows the importance of  these information sources for 
elderly.

As we can check on that table, the information obtained through the per-
sonal experience is the main information source specially by closest people 
with whom the elderly are in daily contact.
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Finally, as the same way as several authors, tried to divide tourist-elderly in 
different groups depending on their motivations, preferences, etc, Kim et al. 
(1996) examined the potential relationships between travel motivations and 
information search behavior distinguishing  trhee information seeking groups:

•	 Knowledge-seeking travellers, were the most active among groups that 
wanted to experience new things, to visit museums and historical sites, 
to seek intellectual enrichment and to visit new places. These travellers 
were more likely to consult official information sources, such as state 
tourist information offices, Chambers of  Commerce, or convention 
and visitor’s bureaux, at a specific destination before they made their 
travel plans.

•	 Escape group of  travellers, sought warm-weather activities to escape 
the cold weather and everyday routine, and preferred rest and relaxa-
tion to other more active leisure activities.These travellers were less 
likely to search for travel information.

•	 Kinship-seeking travellers, who travel to spend time with friends and 
relatives. These travellers were not interested in searching for travel 
information.

Then we know now, all the different elements, which influence on elderly 
to choose to travel or not.

Summing up, we have discussed about the connection between older peo-
ple, tourism and new technologies.

Information source Mean importance score 
5= extremely important, 1= not important at all.)

Family
Past experience 
Friends
Magazines 
Newspapers 
Television 
Consumer publications 
Direct mail 
Point of  purchase displays 
Neighbors 
Radio
Travel agents

3.62
3.55
2.77
2.52
2.34
2.21
2.15
2.13
1.89
1.79
1.63
1.51

Table 8. Perceived importance of  pre-purchase information sources for elderly consumers 
(Capella and Greco, 1989, p. 150).
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Currently, older people understand tourism, as one of  the best activities to 
spend their free time, due to their retirement.

Subsequently, new technologies, are becoming in an essential tool for tour-
ism, as an information source, a marketing tool, etc. Thus, the use of  the In-
ternet, more and more utilized by the elderly, allows to engage different groups 
of  customer, therefore, in this fact is located the decision to design an interface 
as  the final goal of  our project.





 7 User research
for interface

design
This chapter focus on the study about 
our future user. For this research, we 
will use different “tools” like the story 
board and interviews, in order to get 
the solution for our interface.
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After knowing the necessary knowledge about the three different keys of  
that project, “elderly, tourism and service”, we continue with the next step, 
which is, interface design.

The different interface features, that we are going to design depends on the 
user features.

We know that our customers are Norwegian’s elderly tourists, who, as a 
tourist has some specific needs: demand quality, untouched nature, culture, 
history, famous places, peace and quiet and safety. Health and concern about 
the environment may also be included within the concept. We know that hey 
can afford medium prices and moderate luxury as well, due to their incomes. 

Finally, we have to consider that they have a good relation to the Inter-
net and is increasing their relation to the rest of  new technologies as mobile 
phones and other kinds of  electronic devices.

7.1. Storyboard
 
As we commented upon at the chapter 3 attitudes toward service, it is es-

sential to know the environment elements, which influence to the customer, in 
order to design a product or service, according to their needs and demands.

One way to know those elements, is the use of  the tool knew as story board.
According to L. Vertelney and G. Curtis, (1990), the story board is a tool 

derived from the cinematographic tradition; it is the representation of  use 
cases through a series of  drawings or pictures, put together in a narrative se-
quence.

In other words, it uses a sequence of  images to tell a more complete story 
about people’s interaction over time, where each image in the story board 
represents a particular event. They communicate information about the loca-
tion where the interaction takes place, present the people as personalities, and 
provides details about the other actions and things people are doing as they 
interact.

The context developed in our story board  (appendix 1) are based on three 
main steps:

•	 Experience before traveling.
•	 Experience during the trip.
•	 Experience after the trip.

This story board is going to be used as a helpful tool that will complement 
the next step in the creative process, the interviews.
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7.2. Interviews
 
One of  the main features of  the project, if  not the most important, is that 

it is focused on the study  of  older people, their needs and preferences. Thus, it 
has been considered necessary, to include these people in the creative process 
of  the interface. 

For this reason,  many interviews are being done and recorded, to Norwe-
gian older people. Those interviews are centrally focused on their last travel-
ling experience. Similarly were undertaken some questions about their general 
travelling habits.

Additionally, In order to know new contexts, where the tourist lives their 
travelling experience, it has been used the pictures designed for the story board.  

The experiment consisted of  giving them the different pictures, disorderly. 
Subsequently, they had to order the different environments according to their 
own experience. 

That process has been divided in three steps:

1. First one, we have interviewed 11 older people, women and men, 
spending around 15 and 20 minutes with each one.

2. In the second round, 4 people were interviewed, spending, this time 
around 1 hour with each one.

3. Finally, in order to compare and check the obtained information, we 
interviewed  an elderly couple, spending again around 1 hour.

First round
As we commented above, in this step, 11 people were interviewed. In order to 
structure the interview, a questionnaire was designed (figure 13), with 22 ques-
tions related to their travelling experiences and habits.

The interviews were done around the city center of  Trondheim city.
Once the interviews were finished, those has been heard again, in order to 

collect the more noteworthy information. In  the next table, it is shown some 
of  the main topics discussed during the interviews. (table 9).
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Figure 13. Questionnarie.
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Table 9. Interview results.

Destination

Days

Month

Travelers

First time 

Destination 
choice

Reason to 
travel

Useful 
info

Activities

Typical food

Feelings

Best 
memory

Worst 
Memory

Contac with 
family

Share 
experience

Social 
networks

Tenerife

14

March 2012

Wife

No 

Friends

Weather relax 
good experi-
ence last time

Friends, 
tourist office

Walking, 
hiking

Yes

Goog

Teide

Puerto de la 
Cruz

Email

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Turkey

8

March 2011

Friends and 
wife
Yes

Friends

Weather relax 
new culture

The internet

Visit museums
explore the city

Yes 

Excited

Little village

Come back

Email

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Barcelona

7

April 2012

Hunsband

No

Friends

Weather relax 
new culture

The internet

Explore the 
city., shopping

Yes

Relaxed

Camp Nou

No

Sms

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

Yes

La Palma

4

March 2013

Hunsband

No

Friends

Visit friends 
weather relax 
good experi-
ence last time
Friends, the 
internet.

Visit museums
explore the city

Yes

Happy

Musical

No

Sms

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Asturias

8

Augost 2012

Hunsband

Yes

Friends

Weather 
relax new 
culture

Friends, the 
internet

Explore the 
city., shopping

Yes

Fun

Accomodation

Rain

Call 

Telling in 
live, social 
networks

Yes
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Destination

Days

Month

Travelers

First time 

Destination 
choice

Reason to 
travel

Useful 
info

Activities

Typical food

Feelings

Best 
memory

Worst 
Memory

Contac with 
family

Share 
experience

Social 
networks

Marbella

7

Augost 2012

Hunsband

No

Family

Visit family 
weather relax 
good experi-
ence last time
Family, the 
internet 
tourist office
Explore the 
city

Yes

Happy

Beach

No

No

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Alicante

14

June 2012

Family

No

Family

Visit family 
weather relax 
good experi-
ence last time
The internet

Visit museums
explore the city

Yes 

Very happy

Villages

No

Email

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Tenerife

7

March 2013

Sister

No

Family

Weather relax 
good experi-
ence last time

Tourist office

Discover new 
places

Yes

Excited

Walk across 
the beach

Accomodation

Sms

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Rome

11

March 2013

Friends

Yes

Friends

Live an ad-
venture, relax

The Internet 
(only weather)

Visit museums
explore the city 
cruise
Yes

Overwhelmed

Amalfi coast, 
views

Accomodation

No

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Table 9. Interview results. Round 1.
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Second round
After having the first contact with our users and getting the first results, we 

interviewed 4 more people. We repeated the story board experiment and was 
followed the questionnaire questions. However, this time, the interviews were 
centrally focused on the best trip they have done. Moreover, a special emphasis 
has been laid in topics related to what facts or details they would change of  
their trip to improve it, or even to experiment an unique travelling experience.

As we commented above, in order to get more information, the interviews 
have lasted 1 hour approximately. Thanks to the ideas obtained in the first 
round, and due to the longer duration of  these new interviews, it has been 
obtained new details, about their behavior as tourists. For example:

•	 One of  the worst travelling experience, is to spend long hours at the 
airport.

•	 They like having the possibility to do different activities apart from, to 
visit the city, etc., such as, go to a spa at the hotel, etc.

•	 They really like to be surprised during the trip, due to, for example, to 
visit a beautiful and unknown place.

•	 Instead of  doing some activities, they sometimes prefer just to sit in 
some place, enjoying the landscape.

Subsequently, with this new information, we made 4 new contexts, (ap-
pendix1) adding to the others scenes, in order to use these in the third round. 
Moreover, we fill in again the table of  the previous point (table 10).
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Destination

Days

Month

Travelers

First time 

Destination 
choice

Reason to 
travel

Useful 
info

Activities

Typical food

Feelings

Best 
memory

Worst 
Memory

Contac with 
family

Share 
experience

Social 
networks

Sevilla

12

March 2012

Wife

Yes

Family

Weather new 
cultures

The internet

Visit museums
explore the 
city
Yes 

Romantic

Villages

Airport

Call

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Lanzarote

10

March 2013

Husband

Yes

Fiends

Weather relax   

Friends

Discover new 
places

Yes

Excited

Walk across 
the beach

Airport

Sms

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

Gran Canaria

7

June 2012

Friends

No

Friends

Live an ad-
venture, relax

The Internet

Explore the 
city cruise

Yes

Relaxed

Amalfi coast, 
views

Airport

No

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

No

La Palma

7

Augost 2012

Wife

No

Friends

Relax, love 
nature

The Internet

Hiking

Yes

Nostalgic

Magic nature

Airport

Email

Telling and 
show photos 
in live

Yes

Table 10. Interview results. Round 2.
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Third round
In order to contrast the information obtained in the previous rounds, and to 
finalize this experiment, one more couple  were interviwed. 

As we commented above, in this case, we used the 4 new context, which we 
made after the last interviews.

Afterwards spending 1 hour discussing with them, we found out, that they  
shared similar opinions about like and dislikes regarding traveling. Since, out-
standing information was not obtained, we consider that is not necessary to 
continue with the interviews. However we complete once again the table of  
the previous point (table 11).
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Destination

Days

Month

Travelers

First time 

Destination 
choice

Reason to 
travel

Useful 
info

Activities

Typical food

Feelings

Best 
memory

Worst 
Memory

Contac with 
family

Share 
experience

Social 
networks

Gran Canaria

14

June 2012

Wife

No

Family

Weather relax
good experience 
last time 

The internet

Explore the city

Yes 

Excited

Sunset

Airport

Email

Telling and 
show photos in 
live

No

Gran Canaria

14

June 2012

Husband

No

Family

Weather relax 
good experience 
last time

The internet

Visit new places

Yes

Excited

Sunset

No

Email

Telling and 
show photos in 
live

No

Table 11. Interview results. Round 3.
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Conclusions
Regarding the information collected from the interviews, it has been high-
lighted the common and more useful details. These conclusions are:

•	 Their favorite destination is  Spain, concretely, Canary Islands.
•	 The most common reasons to travel are the weather, to be relaxed and 

disconnect of  the conventional life.
•	 They usually travel with a partner, never alone.
•	 Depending on the place to visit, they prefer to travel with organised trip 

or by themselves.
•	 Most of  them have visited more than once the same place, because they 

like to repeat good experiences in the same destination.
•	 The destination is, by and large, chosen thanks to friends or family recom-

mendation.
•	 They mostly check some information before traveling, by the Internet.
•	 The main activities that they like to do in the destination, are  walking 

around the visited places, to be in touch with another culture. However, 
they prefer to choose different activities.

•	 Their feelings and impressions in the destination, are different from each 
other, depending on the many factors, like the weather, the plane trip, the 
accompaniment, etc.

•	 During the trip, they contact with their relatives,  once at least, usually by 
sms and email.

•	 Their best memory tends to be related to a beautiful place.
•	 Conversely, the reason of  their worst memory, is the long time spent at 

airport, and sometimes the accommodation.
•	 All of  them, tend to use the Internet, but just a few of  them use social 

networks.
•	 The most common way to share their travelling experience, it is orally and 

sharing pictures, face to face.
•	 And finally, all of  them agree about if  they had  changed some fact or 

detail about their trips, it would be the lack of  time, since they would like 
to spend more time to visit places.

Summing up, thanks to the knowledge obtained in the different chapters and 
the new information collected  at this point, we have considered that it has 
been acquired the enough knowledge to develop in the next point our inter-
face idea.





 8  Interface 
design

Chapter 8 focus on the interface de-
sign process, explaining its justifica-
tion  through a brief  and the devel-
opment of  a scenario. Besides it has 
been  developed different prototypes 
used for a total of  five experiments to 
get final interface.
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8.1. Design Brief
 

In order to provide a clear approximation about what we want to design, as 
well as, to provide the necessary information to develop the design process ap-
proximation, this point is based on a design brief.

1. Product.
Interface design for the retired tourists, to improve their travelling experi-

ences.

2. Target.
The target of  the project is composed of  retired Norwegian tourists. This 

population is defined by some specific features, such as:

•	 They have one of  the highest pensions compared to the rest of  Europe        
( between 1.053 and 2040 €/month).

•	 After retirement, they keep an active attitude, for this reason, one of  their 
favorite ways to spend their free time is traveling.

•	 The main reason to travel is to relax and enjoy good experiences.
•	 As for their relationship with new technologies, most of  them daily, use the 

Internet. Moreover, it is increasing the use other technologies as mobile 
phones with internet access.

•	 However, it is necessary taking into account that, due to aging, older peo-
ple suffer some disabilities, which hinder they relationship with new tech-
nologies.

3. Goals.
Through research and the use of  different design tools, we want to design 

and interface, which helps to older people to improve or give a new point of  
view of  their traveling experience.

This interface has to satisfy their desires and being adapted to their needs.
Summing up, the aim of  the project consists of  design a device, that must 

be useful for elderly, what´s more, it has to accompany and help them during 
their trips. Additionally, we pretend to maximize the relation between them 
and new technologies, because we consider this population as an unexploited 
potential client, to design products and service.

8.2. Scenario

After explaining the brief  of  the project, the next point consists of  describing 
the scenario, where the action will be developed. 

On the last chapter, through the story board, were designed several con-
texts in order to understand the how older people, live their holidays.
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Keeping in mind the results obtained after the story board experiment and the 
interviews, it is possible to create different scenarios, in which our users would 
feel identified. However, it has been chosen a specific one, that according to 
our point of  view, it contains common situations but conversely, it hasn´t been 
addressed as a design scenario. 
Scenario description:
This context is based on three main features, which were common for the most 
interviewed people:
1. They travel more than once to the same place to relive good experiences.  

This means that, they  know the destination, how to move there. Further-
more, the attitudes compared with the first time they visited the place is 
completely different. They feel, more confident and safer. Similarly, as we 
commented above, they want to repeat their last good experiences, how-
ever, they would like to do new activities and thus, feel new experiences. 

2. Their behavior and state of  mind suppose an interesting point, because the 
most of  the interviewed people diverged in that fact. Elements as weather, 
the trip, the fellow traveler, etc influenced on their mood. Subsequently, 
this fact affected at the moment to choose to do an activity or another.

3. They may have access to the Internet.
Therefore, the chosen scenario is developed into a visited place. In this 

case, to be more specific, in a place of  Spain, such as, Gran Canaria, because, 
is the most common destination by the interviewed.

Our user knows this place, because as we mentioned above, he has already 
visited it.

He would like to remember and go to some places, where he felt, good ex-
periences. However he feels different, compared with the first time, he visited 
Gran Canaria, and he would like to do new activities, experience something 
new.
Summing up, our idea will help the user in the choice of  several activities de-
pending on his mood also allowing to differentiate between activities already 
done or not, having the possibility to repeat.

8.3. Protypes

After we have selected the idea about what we are going to design, we start 
the prototyping process.

As we commented upon, at the end of  the last point, the purpose of  our 
application is to offer to user’s several activities, which they can do during their 
trips, depending on where they are, and how they feel, i.e., their mood.

We established, different actions, which user will be able to do with the 
application.
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•	 First of  all, users have to register to use the application. That fact, will 
give them full access to the that.

•	 After, they have to confirm where they are. 
•	 Then, they choose a mood, depending or how they feel.
•	 With those keys, the application proposes many activities for them.
•	 According to the results previously obtained, thanks to the interviews, 

Norwegian elderly like to repeat good experiences in the same places. 
For this reason, the application allows to the users to save the activity 
they choose, in order to check it more than once.

It is worth pointing out that usability and user-centred design are consid-
ered core competences at this application. Consequently, in order to design a 
good interface style, four users test were developed. 

In each test, different prototypes were developed as tools used to study the 
interaction between the users and the interface. Moreover all the prototypes 
have been written in Norwegian language, because the interface is aimed to 
elderly Norwegian.

First User test
For the first user test, we designed a paper prototype formed by 39 pictures 

(figure 14). With this prototype, we try to identify interaction problems. Fortu-
nately, we were able to develop this experiment with five people. During the 
experiment, we told them different task, and then they had to choose the right 
picture. Moreover, they had to interact with the paper, that´s mean, to click on 
“screen”, or “buttons”, etc.

Figure 14. First prototype.
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The tasks were the following ones:

1. Open the app “Moody”.
2. Login.
3. Complete the data.
4. Open mail.
5. Confirm account.
6. Go main page.
7. Click on button New Place.
8. Write new place (Gran canaria).
9. Click on button Next.
10. Write your mood.(Adventurer)
11. Click on button See all the moods. (Adventurer)
12. Choose a mood.
13. Click on button Next.
14. Click on the picture.
15. Click on button Map.
16. Click on button more zoom.
17. Click on button Step back (mobile phone).
18. Click on button Save.
19. Click on button Step back (mobile phone).
20. Click on button Next.
21. Click on button Options.
22. Click on button Home.
23. Click on button My places.
24. Choose a visited place (Gran canaria).
25. Click on button Delete.
26. Choose some places to delete.
27. Confirm delete.
28. Click on button first picture.
29. Rate the activity.
30. Click on button Step back (mobile phone).
31. Go rated pictures.
32. Click on button Delete.
33. Choose some activiries to delete.
34. Confirm delete.
35. Click on button Options.
36. Click on button Informarion.
37. Click on button Step back (mobile phone).
38. Click on button Options.
39. Click on button Logout.
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Finally, it´s worth pointing out that the people in this experiment are familiar 
with the use of  Android phones and iPhones. However, we considered
that this kind of  technology is almost new for them. Consequently,  the priority 
of  the first design is the ease of  use.

First user tests results.
During the experiment , we  observed the different problems appeared at the 
moment to develop a specific task, and if  they did it in a different way than 
expected.

•	 Most of  them had some problems the moment to “click on a box to in-
troduce some text”. They use to click on the title on the top of  the white 
boxes.

•	 Another common outcome was, the interaction with the task about choos-
ing an activity. In this picture, they could see an activity visualization and 
one button with the text “next” inside of  it. The aim of  this task, was 
to click on the activity to know more details about it. To get to the next 
screen, they had to click on the activity visualization, however all of  them 
clicked on the “next” button, which aim is to go to a new activity.

•	 Another problem appeared at the moment to rate activites. The valuation 
was represented by five circles (one circle means the lowest mark, and five 
means the highest one). The problem was that they didn´t understand the 
meaning of  this performance.

•	 At the moment to choose the activities to delete, they confused the marked 
activities, which they should delete, with the activities that they didn´t 
want to remove. 

•	 Finally, afterwards choosing the activities to delete, they didn´t know how 
to do to confirm the action.

Apart from the results obtained during the experiment, we asked them about  
details or functions, they would like to change or to add in order to improve 
their interaction with the interface. Their requests were:

•	 To include more information about the activities in order to make easier 
for the choice of  each one.

•	 To have the possibility of  checking some instructions about how to use the 
application.

Taking into account the results obtained,  these details were improved at the 
next step.

Second User test
For the second test, we have designed a new prototype (figure 15), trying to 
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solve the problems of  the first prototype. This time we have added the next elements:
•	 An optional tutorial, which will teach users how to use the interface. 
•	 Differentiation between text box and icons
•	 Activities visualization has been changed. These are going to appear 

in a list. In addition, users have the possibility of  reading real opinions 
about others, who have done the activity.

•	 The icon to rate the activity it has been replaced by another more intuitive.
•	 Similarly, besides to rate the activity, they can opine as well.
•	 In order to solve the problem related to remove activities or places, it 

was designed a new button to confirm this action.

Figure 15. Second prototype.

Afterwards finishing the second prototype, a new experiment was made. 
However, this time, three people took part in the experiment. 

Moreover, in order to know if  the application performance is intuitive and 
easy to use for them, we propose them to develop a task, which they have to 
solve without our intervention. 

That task consisted of  choosing and specific activity according with a con-
crete place and mood. 

Then, they have to rate this activity. Finally it´s worth pointing out that 
only one of  them, had the option to see the instructions.

Second User test results
Successfully, all the problems detected in the first experiment were solved. 
However new ones have appeared in the second experiment. As we comment-

Hvordan føler du deg?

Skriv stedsnavnnavn

Jeg er i...

Neste

Nå, Klikk på boksen og 
skriv stedsadresser eller 
navn. 

Resgistrer degInstruksjoner

Skriv stedsnavnnavn

Neste

Jeg er i...
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ed above the new individuals had to do and specific task and only one of  them  
was able to check the instructions. 
The main conclusions were:

•	 The only problem that the person with the instructions had, it was 
related to the icon to forward and back during the reading of  such 
instructions. Nevertheless, afterwards following the tutorial, he solved 
the task successfully.

•	 On the other hand, the difficulties that the others had, it was to specify 
their mood. To complete these actions users have two possibilities: to 
write their mood or  to choose one from a list. All of  them preferred to 
choose one of  that list because they were not able to imagine a specific 
mood at that moment.

•	 Moreover the removing icon, is still confused for them.

Similarly, we did at the end of  the first experiment, we ask them for their 
opinion and details to make the application better. Two of  them said to us, 
that when they had to decide where to go during trips, they like to see many 
pictures of  the destination, to get an idea about what they will do. Then we try 
to make some changes in our prototype for the third experiment.

Third User test
For the third experiment, we try to design a new prototype, (figure 16) which 
can be the final one. We have solved the main points related to with the ap-
plication performance and it has been included more media elements for each 
activity. This time we have focused on the interface style, such as, typogra-
phies, colours, icons, etc.

It is worth pointing out that, it took into account one of  the most used 
guides in the web site design for older people, published by the National Institute 
on Aging and the National Library of  Medicine. It contains 25 guidelines related to  
the online text legibility, the information presentation, media elements and the 
ease of  navigation.

As for the experiment, this time 2 people have participated in it. They had 
to so the same tasks of  the last experiment. However, as we commented above, 
the style of  the new interface is quite different than the previous one. We have 
included colours, new icons etc.

The main colour of  the application,is the Pantone 134-C.
We have been inspired in the wine colour, because we want to transmit to 

our users the idea of  elegance and serenity.
In order to not confuse users, the colour of  the background  Pantone 9060. 

Finally, the color of  the main buttons and the text, is the Pantone DS 325-2C 
to allow to identify it, easily.
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Figure 16. Third prototype.

Third User test results.
As we expected, in this experiment the users, didn´t have problems about how to 
develop the tasks. Only one doubt appeared at the moment to choose a visited 
place to check the activities of  that trip. The doubt consisted of  they didn´t know 
how to differentiate between several trips from the same destination.

As for, the new style they agreed with the typography, element’s distribution 
and colours. However they took long time to identify the main screen of  the app  
shown above.

 Then for the next experiment, we improve again the interface, which is go-
ing to be shown to the people of  the first experiment.

Nia Guidelines

Typeface

Type c

Type Weight

Capital and Lowercase Letters

Use a sans serif  typeface. Avoid the use of  
serif, novelty, and display typefaces.

Use 12 point or 14 point type size for body 
text.

Use medium or bold face type.

Present body text in upper and lowercase 
letters. Use all capital letters and italics in 
headlines only. Reserve underlining for 
links.

Hvordan er du?

Jeg er i...

Neste

Gran Canaria
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Nia Guidelines

Physical Spacing

Justification

Color

Backgrounds

Style

Phrasing

Simplicity

Organization

Illustrations and Photographs

Animation, Video and Audio

Text Alternatives

Double space all body text.

There are three ways to justify type: left, 
full, or center justified. Left justified text is 
optimal for older adults.

Avoid yellow and blue and green in close 
proximity. These colors and juxtapositions 
are difficult for some older adults to dis-
criminate.

Use dark type or graphics against a light 
background, or white lettering on a black 
or dark-colored background. Avoid pat-
terned backgrounds.

Present information in a clear and famil-
iar way to reduce the number of  inferenc-
es that must be made. Use positive state-
ments.

Use the active voice.

Write the text in simple language. Provide 
an online glossary of  technical terms.

Organize the content in a standard for-
mat. Break lengthy documents into short 
sections.

Use text-relevant images only.

Use short segments to reduce download 
time.

Provide text alternatives such as open-cap-
tioning or access to a static version of  the 
text for all animation, video, and audio.
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Nia Guidelines

Navigation

The Mouse

Consistent Layout

Style and Size of  Icons and 
Buttons

Menus

Scrolling

Backward / Forward Naviga-
tion

Site Maps

Hyperlinks

Help and Information

The organization of  the web site should 
be simple and straightforward. Use ex-
plicit step-by-step navigation procedures 
whenever possible to ensure that people 
understand what follows next. Carefully 
label links.

Use single mouse clicks to access information.

Use a standard page design and the same 
symbols and icons throughout. Use the 
same set of  navigation buttons in the same 
place on each page to move from one web 
page or section of  the web site to another.

Incorporate text with the icon if  possible, 
and use large buttons that do not require 
precise mouse movements for activation.

Use pull down menus sparingly.

Avoid automatically scrolling text. If  man-
ual scrolling is required, incorporate spe-
cific scrolling icons on each page.

Incorporate buttons such as Previous Page 
and Next Page to allow the reader to re-
view or move forward.

Provide a site map to show how the site is 
organized.

Use icons with text as hyperlinks.

Offer a telephone number for those who 
would prefer to talk to a person or provide 
an e-mail address for questions or com-
ments.

Table 12. NIA guidelines. National Institute on Aging.
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Fourth User test
For this experiment, we have replaced, the paper prototypes by a flash docu-
ment (appendix 2). The  people that will take part in this new experiment, they 
will be able to interact with the interface, simulating their interaction with the 
real application.

As for, the problem to differentiate the different trips in the same place, we 
have included the date when the trip was done. Moreover we have changed 
the main page of  the interface replacing the previous one by a background 
with just one colour.

Fourth User test results
As we commented above, a flash document has been used as a tool in this ex-
periment. That prototype, has been designed to simulate as much as possible a  
real application for a mobile phone. However users can specific tasks. That´s 
mean, they only can choose one destination, one mood and one activity. Nev-
ertheless  it was enough, because we have managed our goal. Our  three users 
hadn´t  any problem during the experiment, so they were able to use the ap-
plication successfully. Nevertheless, to make sure about our interface design, 
we are going to develop one more experiment.

Eye tracker test
The aim of  the last test is to confirm the right design of  the interface.

For this experiment it has been used two different tools. The first one is 
the flash document, used in the last test. The second one are a special glasses 
called Eye Tracker. Thanks to this tool, it is possible to know what someone is 
looking at, accurately.

The experiment it was developed by two people. 
First of  all, we calibrate the glasses for each one, with a software called Eye-

Vision (figure 17). Then  we show them the interface, and they have to interact 
with it.

Eye tracker test results
The obtained results were really interesting:

•	 With the first pictures, they looked at all the elements on the screen, 
such as buttons, icons, the mobile phone shape, etc. However after 8 
or 9 pictures, they focused their attention in the middle of  the screen 
(figure 18), forgetting the secondary elements.

•	 Successfully,  they spent a short time to localize and interact with “ less 
intuitive buttons”, which are the menu icon and the trash bin icon.

•	 Finally it´s worth pointing out that the more time they spent interact-
ing with the application, the more confident they felt.
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Then, after the experiments, and the implemented changes in the inter-
face, we can confirm that we have achieved our project goal.

 

Figure 17.  Eye Tracker  configuration.

Figure 18.  Eye Tracker  experiment.





9 Conclusions
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Once the application has been designed, we shall review the goals proposed 
at the beginning of  the project.

The main aim was designing a device to help retired Norwegian tourist 
during their vacations, giving them, facilities to get a pleasant experience. For 
this, it has been studied the relationship between three concepts getting the 
next conclusions.

In Norway, the elderly has one of  the highest pensions in Europe for this 
reason they are potential customers for several market sectors. Concretely for 
the Tourism, which obtains more benefits in all the world, because that is one 
of  the most favorite activities to spend their free time. Similarly, older people 
are an essential element of  this market due to, on the opposite side that the rest 
of  the population, they travel at any time of  the year.

As for the new technologies, it has been an important tool for tourism mar-
keting. The Internet allows customers to be in touch with much information 
about destinations, offers, tourism agencies, etc. Moreover, it has been one of  
the most important elements, which influence on the customer behavior, due 
to according to the results obtained during the development of  this project, 
both older people and the rest of  the population, resort to the Internet before 
to take a decision related to traveling or not.

Even though the relationship between older people and new technologies is 
improving, there is still an exclusion of  them, due to two main reasons. On one 
hand, the general thought (even among older people), about that the Internet 
is only focused on young people. On the other hand, there is an idea related 
to the creation of  adapting website, mobile applications, etc, that is a major 
effort for designers.

Fortunately, this fact is changing. The use of  new technologies among older 
people continue increasing. More than 80% of  the elderly Norwegian have 
the Internet at home, and the use of  Smart phones although, the percentage is 
still small, it is increasing over the years. For this reason, we expect to improve 
the travelling experience of  the elderly Norwegian, and bring them to the new 
technologies, through the design of   adapted interfaces like ours.

Finally, I would like to emphasize as a designer the importance to know the 
target who we are designing for. All the meetings and experiments made by 
real people during the project development, it has been the key to complete 
the project successfully.
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Appendix 1. Storyboard

The appendix one contains, the storyboard (figure 19), used during the inter-
views  in the user research stage.
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Figure 19. Storyboard
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Appendix 2. Interface

This appendix contains, all the screens that compose the final interface pro-
posal (figure 20).

Main page
This page allows users three main actions, create an account, log in, or  to get 
a new password.  

Sing in pages
When the users choose to create an account to use the application, they have 
to follow a process, which consist of  introducing some information about  
themselves, and to confirm the registration over the email.

Instructions pages
After registration, the user has the option to check an intructions about how 
to use the applications. Conversely, the user can skip these and start to use the 
app.

Home page
Afterwards following the instructions, and every time the user login, this page  
will be the home page where they can choose between, to start a new trip, or 
to check previous trips.

Choose a destination page
After choosing, “new trip”, the users have to establish where they are.

Choose a mood page
The next step consists of  selecting a mood according to how the users feel .

Choose an activity page
Once it is established, the destination and the mood, the app proposes the us-
ers, several activities. When they choose one, they can check more information 
about it, like pictures and videos, other users opinions or maps.

My trips page
When the users save the activity, they can check it more than once. First of  all, 
they choose the destination that they prefer.

My Activities page
Then, they click on some activity to watch it again. Moreover, they have now 
the possibility of  value the activity and give their opinion about it. 
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Delete pages
The users may remove any trip and activity that they want allows users three 
main actions, create an account, log in, or  to get a new password.  

Menu page
There is a menu to access in every moment to the home page, the information 
page or just log out.

New password page
Finally, If  the users forget they password, they have the possibility to obtain a 
new one.
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Figure 15. New contexts..
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Figure 20. Interface




